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Art 
 

Grade 4: Lesson 1 
 
Title:  Drawing a Portrait 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standards Addressed 
 
Artistic Perception 
Processing, Analyzing, and Responding to Sensory Information Through the Language and Skills 
Unique to the Visual Arts 
1.4 Describe the concept of proportion (in face, figure) as used in works of art. 
 

Creative Expression 
Creating, Performing, and Participating in the Visual Arts 
2.2 Use the conventions of facial and figure proportions in a figure study. 
2.5 Use accurate proportions to create an expressive portrait or a figure drawing or painting. 

Time:  60-90 minutes 
 
Floor Plan:  Regular classroom setting. 
 
Materials Needed:   
• Small white board and marker for each student 
• Piece of white paper and pencil for each student 
• Chalkboard slate and a piece of chalk for each student 

Note:  For the finished product, you may wish to use colored pencils, markers, or 
watercolors on white 81/2 x 11 paper.  Watercolors add a nice touch to the background.  If 
you decide to use watercolors, you will need to mix orange, brown, and yellow to make the 
skin color for each child.  Have the students watercolor everything but the skin.  A helpful 
hint is to mix the skin color for each child in a small group setting.  The watercolor set-up 
requires a cup of water, watercolors, a brush, and paper towels to dry the brush or to blot a 
wet area on the paper. 

• Overheads: 
 #1  Marguerite, by Pierre Auguste Renoir 
 #2  Rafaello Sanzio, by Raphael 
 
Purpose: 

The students will learn to accurately use proportions in order to draw an expressive 
portrait.  The students will learn to place features correctly on the human face. 
 
Background: 

The students have drawn portraits many times.  Although the quality has evolved through 
the years, they may not have a clear idea on the correct placement of the facial features. 
 
Key Questions: 
 How do artists create a realistic portrait? 
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Vocabulary: 
∗ Portrait—drawing or painting of a person’s likeness. 
∗ Facial proportion—the size relationship of one part to another. 
∗ Central axis—the vertical center line. 
∗ Features—the parts of a person’s face that make them look the way they do. 

 
Steps of the Lesson 

1 Set up purpose/goals 
Tell the students they will do their best to 
create a portrait of themselves. 

Thoughts for the Teacher 
How are you making your purpose clear to 
the students? 
Through the use of overheads. 

2 Engage students 
Show overheads to evoke opinions and 
observations of the human face. 

How can I effectively get the students 
interested in the content of the lesson? 
By asking compelling questions about art 
pieces. 

3 Learning Sequence 
See actual lesson sequence below. 

What are the BIG idea(s) of your 
presentation?  How will students 
understand/experience the material that you 
present? 
Accurately use proportion to draw a portrait. 

4 Assessment 
The students will create a self-portrait using 
techniques demonstrated. 

How will you allow your students to deepen 
their understanding of content presented?  
(Reflect, revise, retell, refine, practice) 
By describing, analyzing, interpreting, and 
making decisions about their portrait with a 
partner. 

 
Actual Lesson Sequence 

 
1. Begin by telling the students that they will be studying and drawing portraits.  Explain that a 

portrait is a drawing or painting of a person’s likeness. 
2. Begin by showing Pierre Auguste Renoir’s portrait entitled, Marguerite.  Point out her 

features in the portrait and explain that they are the eyes, nose, mouth, and hair.  They are 
essentially, the parts of their face that make them look the way they do. 

3. Ask what is the largest feature on the girl’s face.  Ask what is the smallest feature.  Allow 
them to make comments about Renoir’s portrayal of this little girl. 

4. Remove the overhead and place the portrait, Rafaello Sanzio, by Raphael.  Ask what 
differences they notice in the features of the little girl compared with those of the young man.  
Show Renoir’s portrait of Marguerite and ask the differences in the position of each face.  
Discuss where the nose is on the face.  Discuss where the ears are in relation to the other 
features on the face.  You will see the ears are not below the mouth, for example. 

5. Tell the students that the artists use proportion to help them place a person’s features on 
correctly.  Ask the students to whisper the word proportion to a partner and then repeat it 
back to you.  Proportion is the size relationship of one part to another. 

6. You will now show the students the opposite of proportion  in order to give them a clear 
picture of what it is.  Distort a person’s face by following these simple steps:  Draw a simple 
face shape on the board with the eyes, nose, and mouth drawn closely together in the middle 
of the face.  This is an example of a portrait that is not proportional.  Explain that there is a 
large space at the top and a large space at the bottom.  You may wish to draw a very large 
nose or mouth to deliver this message even further.  Discuss why it is not proportional. 

7. Tell the students they will practice drawing a portrait with correct proportions and using 
techniques used by artists.  Explain that they will be drawing a self-portrait.  It is a portrait of 
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the artist as they see themselves.  Pass out white paper, a whiteboard, or a slate.  A 
whiteboard or slate allows the child to easily erase any mistakes with their fingertip and to 
feel more comfortable with any mistakes they might make.  You may also wish to pass out 
school pictures you may have or mirrors if you can gather a class set.  Allow students to use 
their image or reflection before beginning their portrait. 

8. Have the students follow your drawings and directions on their paper or whiteboard as you 
draw on the board.  Remind them that this is practice.  Use the labeled example attached with 
this lesson for your personal reference. 

a. Begin by drawing an oval.  Students watch first, then copy. 
b. Draw a horizontal line at the very top of the oval. 
c. Draw a horizontal line at the very bottom of the oval. 
d. Go to the very top of the oval.  Draw a vertical line going straight through the middle 

of the oval as if you are splitting it in half. 
e. Tell students to put down their drawing instrument and look at your example.  

Explain that the last line they just drew is the central axis.  Artists use this line in 
order to help them draw a proportional portrait.  Tell them they will use this line to 
draw the eyes, nose, ears, and mouth. 

f. Draw another line one fourth of the way up from the line at the very bottom of the 
oval.  Draw another line one fourth of the way up from the line you just drew. 

g. Now you will place the facial features on the oval.  Begin with the nose.  The bottom 
of the nose should go above the line you just drew.  The central axis should cut the 
nose in half vertically. 

h. The eyes are drawn to the left and right of the point where the vertical and horizontal 
lines meet in the middle.  Add the arched eyebrows slightly above the eyes. 

i. The top lip goes slightly below the one fourth line on the bottom. 
j. The top of the ears should meet with the top of the eyes. 
k. The top line is where the hairline should be.  Students may draw their hair. 

9. Have the students share their features with a partner.  They must see if the eyes, ears, nose, 
and mouth are in the correct spot and are proportional to each other.  The students may make 
changes at this point based on their partner’s suggestions. 

10. Give the students white paper and a pencil.  Using their whiteboard, slate, or paper, tell them 
to copy what they drew earlier. 

11. The students must think of themselves and the size of their head.  Make sure they fill up most 
of the page with the oval.  You may with to show your overheads in order to demonstrate that 
both artists filled up the canvas with the portrait, leaving room for a colorful or contrasting 
background. 

12. After drawing an oval, have the students lightly draw in the lines to guide them but to later 
easily erase.  The students will continue on their own by drawing eyes, nose, mouth, and 
ears.  The students can use the technique of shading to draw hair and add shadow to the skin.  

13. The students can go over their finished product with watercolors or whatever medium you 
wish. 

 

Closure: 
 When the students have completed their drawings, have them share with a partner.  The 
students should ask each other the following questions: 

a. Describe:  Describe the lines and shapes used to draw the features in your portrait. 
b. Analyze:  How can the central axis be used to draw anyone? 
c. Interpret:  What does the person in the portrait seem to be thinking? 
d. Decide:  Were you successful in getting the features of your portrait in proportion? 
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